Bus:2
Route:P2E PM LIBERTY POINT ES PM
Anchor Name:LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING

2:52 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:58 pm  ILIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:10 pm  ILIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:13 pm  S FALCON DR @ E IDAHO SPRINGS DR [SE]
3:13 pm  298 S FALCON DR [E]
3:14 pm  E FALCON DR @ S BAILEY DR [S]
3:15 pm  S BAILEY DR @ E EADS DR [SE]
3:16 pm  E EADS DR @ S CADDOA DR [S]
3:16 pm  E EADS DR @ S DACONA DR [S]
3:18 pm  S DACONA DR @ E ABARR DR [E]
3:21 pm  E STARDUST DR @ E LARCHMONT DR [NE]
3:22 pm  E STARDUST DR @ S EADS DR [NE]
3:23 pm  E STARDUST DR @ S STARDUST CIR [SE]
3:24 pm  393 E SPAULDING AVE (BY MAILBOXES) [S]
3:25 pm  101 S SHOOTING STAR DR@CHILDREN'S PALACE [SW]
3:27 pm  E CLARION DR @ S EMPRESS DR [SW]
3:29 pm  E CLARION DR @ S WETMORE DR [W]
3:30 pm  E CLARION DR @ S CLARION DR [W]
3:31 pm  S CLARION DR @ E SPRINGMONT DR [N]
3:35 pm  LIBERTY POINT INTERNATIONAL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus:56
Route:P56E PM LIBERTY POINT ES PI
Anchor Name:LIBERTY POINN ELEME

2:47 pm PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:52 pm LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:10 pm LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:14 pm S MARCUS DR @ E WALTON DR [NW]
3:14 pm E STEWART DR @ S STANLEY DR [E]
3:15 pm E STEWART DR @ E GEORGE DR [N]
3:16 pm E STEWART DR @ S TOLSTOI DR [N]
3:17 pm S TOLSTOI DR @ E BYRD DR [NW]
3:18 pm 325 E BYRD DR [SW]
3:18 pm E BYRD DR @ E HOMER DR [W]
3:19 pm E HOMER DR @ E KIPLING DR [N]
3:20 pm S TOLSTOI DR @ E KIPLING DR [SE]
3:21 pm E BYRD DR @ E CELLINI DR [NW]
3:23 pm E CELLINI DR @ S TOLSTOI DR [NE]
3:24 pm E CELLINI DR @ S SAKI DR [NE]
3:25 pm S DANTE DR @ E DWIGHT DR [SE]
3:26 pm S DANTE DR @ E DANTE LN [E]
3:28 pm E JOE MARTINEZ BLVD @ S JOE MARTINEZ CT [SW]
3:32 pm LIBERTY POINT INTERNATIONAL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students
Bus:75
Route:P75E PM LIBERTY POINT ES PI
Anchor Name:LIBERTY POINN ELEME

2:51 pm  PUEBLO WEST BUS GARAGE
2:52 pm  LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:10 pm  LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:11 pm  LIBERTY POINN ELEMENTARY LOADING
3:17 pm  E CHENEY DR @ S BURRO DR [E]
3:20 pm  E BAHIA DR @ S DATURA DR [SW]
3:20 pm  S DATURA DR @ S CLARION DR [SW]
3:21 pm  S CLARION DR @ S LAPORTE DR [S]
3:23 pm  S CLARION DR @ E LAPORTE DR [SE]
3:25 pm  S ARCHDALE DR @ E WOODLEAF DR [NW]
3:26 pm  E WOODLEAF DR @ S SAUNDERS DR W [S]
3:26 pm  S SAUNDERS DR W @ E PARKROSE DR [S]
3:27 pm  S SAUNDERS DR W @ VONA DR [SE]
3:27 pm  S ARCHDALE DR @ E WAVERLY DR [S]
3:28 pm  S ARCHDALE DR @ E SAXONY DR [S]
3:29 pm  SAXONY APTS @ 984 E SAXONY DR [S]
3:31 pm  E SAXONY DR @ S MERIWEATHER DR [SW]
3:32 pm  E SPAULDING AVE @ S BIRCHWOOD DR [W]
3:33 pm  S BIRCHWOOD DR @ GROUSE DR [SE]
3:36 pm  S BRISCOE DR @ E MALLON DR [NW]
3:38 pm  E SPAULDING AVE @ S ARCHDALE DR [E]
3:42 pm  LIBERTY POINT INTERNATIONAL

Comment: Check for SLEEPING Students